Highly irresponsible @nytimes article pushing CVaxx on kids in face of over 4000 deaths in US alone and over 50,000 adverse reactions worldwide, & overstating the dangers of COVID, mild flu at best.

Answers to Your Questions About Covid Vaccines and Kids


Scrubbing the reports of death and adverse reactions from the Internet, deplatforming true-media publishing the facts are ways used by Youtube, Facebook, Twitter, others to keep the info on adverse reactions away from people--& now parents. But @nytimes goes 1 step further. 2/

That's to present a supposed All-Info article on the vaccines in a bland reassuring way, suggesting deadly vaccine trials of an experimental vaccine causing deaths and disability is OK to give your children, and OMITTING all mention of the VAERS/CDC reported deaths. 3/

Dr. Megan Ranney @meganranney is cited as saying she has "zero safety concerns" about the @pfizer @BioNTech_Group vaccines: has she totally missed the VAERS reports? Her 12 & 9 yr olds are in just as much danger of death or paralysis from this vaxx as everyone else from CVaxx. 4/

While neurodamage and CVT is being recorded directly post CVaxx, @meganranney cites the new bogeyman "post-Covid multi-inflammatory syndrome" as reason to
vaxx children—who are not at risk from COVID. She needs to read the @ChildrensHD petition...5/

which has irrefutable evidence that these vaccines are horribly unsafe and should be pulled immediately from the market.

Ditto Dr. Ibukun Kalu @IbukunMD, also cited in the @nytimes article: “This is one of the better technologies if you’re worried abt something staying in your child’s body”--has she missed all the warnings of cytokine storms & Dr. Bhakdi’s reading of same?7/

Then Dr. Kristin Oliver, cited: "while there hasn’t been long-term research on whether there are lasting side effects of the vaccine, “we also don’t expect any.” Her practice Mount Sinai Health System @MountSinaiNYC is MISLEADING people with this lie--just look at VAERS. 8/

Why is there a push by all these docs to pretend there are no side-effects, no dangers, no risks to taking the CVaxx especially if you are a child? Why not examine the data and recognize there is a HUGE problem here? No issues with puberty or fertility, says Dr. Kristin Oliver.9/
But how does she know, when there's no data on long-term research from the vaxx? And when miscarriages are being reported—as well as the death of a breast-fed baby? @MountSinaiNYC @nytimes are misleading New York parents with these empty assurances from uninformed doctors. 10/

Just as a reminder to these doctors, people are reporting horrific side-effects and reactions to the CVaxx, including deaths of family members and patients.

In a Sea of Lies: mRNA Vaccine Truth, COVID Truth--Resources to Inform Yourself

11/

Honestly, it's beyond criminal @nytimes could publish such deflective, deceptive, misleading info. @taraparkerpope and @danilyst have not done their homework v. well if they have no clue abt the 1000s dying & stroking post-Vaxx--their article is PUSHING the Vaxx on kids. 12/

And here's @DrPaulOffit (who's blocked me--now I wonder why?) @ChildrensPhila & @PennMedicine with what sounds like an outright lie: "Currently abt 24 percent of the Covid cases in the United States are in young children, said Dr. Offit." Really? Is he the only 1 in the know? 13/

Also noted sans comment by our intrepid authors is the concept of FORCED VACCINES for children and college-kids. Private schools can do it, they suggest. "So far more than 100 colleges have announced they will mandate vaccines before students can head to campus in the fall." 14/

Sorry #NewYork. This is a misleading article, & the stakes are high, v. v. high. How many parents are going to find their children dead or disabled post CVaxx after reading this article? Will @nytimes care? As writers, we shd #ProtectTheChildren, not throw them to the wolves. 15/

Thankfully, there are ethical, informed, literate doctors out there—unlike the ones cited here—who are fighting to save our childrens' lives.
Dr. Simone Gold, whom @taraparkerpope cd. have cited, says: "We doctors are pro-vaccine, but this is not a vaccine. This is an experimental biological agent whose harms are well-documented (although suppressed & censored) and growing rapidly.

.. and we will not support using America’s children as guinea pigs." This is exactly what @nytimes is doing, encouraging parents to submit their babies and adolescents and pre-teens as hamsters, guinea pigs, rats, mice to the grinding profits of Pharma. Shame @deanbaquet, 18/18
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